Looking After Your
Neighbourhood
Worksheet Pack
A range of worksheets to support the activity have been created.

Action and Impact Activity and Worksheets
Original Picture
Match the Impact to
the Action

Pupils draw a line to
match the impact
icons to the picture.

Pupils draw a line to
match the impact
statements to the
picture. All impacts.
Odd numbered
impacts.
Even numbered
impacts.

Action and impact
Table

Pupils draw a line to
match the
statements.
Good Eco Choices Activity and Worksheets
Original Picture
Match the Good Eco
Choice to the Bad
Neighbour

Pupils draw a line to
match the impact
statements to the
picture.

Bad Neighbour/
Good Eco Choice
Table

Pupils draw a line to
match the impact
icons to the picture.

Pupils to write an
action and its
associated impact.

IMPACT KEY

Use the key below
to help.

Match the impacts
to the numbers in
the picture.

Air pollution from
exhaust. Noise
pollution. Waste of
fuel. Dangerous.

Recyclables going
to energy from
waste. Loss of
natural resources.

Waste of water.

Loss of heat. Waste
of fuel.

Air pollution.
Annoy neighbours.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Nuisance.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Plastic in our rivers
and seas.

Loss of fossil fuels.
Air pollution from
smoke.
Loss of heat. High
use of fuels.

Water
contamination and
pollution.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Nuisance.

Water
contamination and
pollution.

Loss of fossil fuels.
Air pollution from
smoke.

Action and Impact
An ‘action’ is something you do. How it affects something, is an ‘impact’.
Match the Action to the Impact. We have done one to get you started.
Extension: tick actions that make a home less eco-friendly.

Impact

Action
Window left open, heating on.
Man throwing litter in the
gutter.

Air pollution from
exhaust. Noise
pollution. Waste of
fuel. Dangerous.

Man burning rubbish in the
garden.
Playing loud music with
window open.

Waste of water.

Loss of heat. Waste
of fuel.

Impact
Noise pollution.
Annoy neighbours.

Fly-tipping.
Environmental
pollution. Untidy
neighbourhood.

Illegal waste dumped in the
layby.
Children putting things that
could be recycled or
composted in the rubbish bin.

Too much fuel used.

No loft or wall insulation.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Plastic in our rivers
and seas.

Using a hose pipe to water
the garden.
Open coal ﬁre.

Pouring chemicals down the
drain.

Air pollution.
Annoy neighbours.

Speeding car.
Youth spitting chewing gum
on the ﬂoor.

Loss of heat. High
use of fuels.

Recyclables going
to energy from
waste. Loss of
natural resources.

Boiler turned up full.

Loss of fossil fuels.
Air pollution from
smoke.
Water
contamination and
pollution.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Nuisance.
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Action and Impact - Even
Numbers
An ‘action’ is something you do. How it affects something, is an ‘impact’.
Match the Action to the Impact. We have done one to get you started.
Extension: tick actions that make a home less eco-friendly.

Impact

Action

Impact

Man throwing litter in the
gutter.

Waste of water.
Playing loud music with
window open.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Plastic in our rivers
and seas.

Putting things that could be
recycled or composted in the
rubbish bin.

Water
contamination and
pollution.

Recyclables going
to energy from
waste. Loss of
natural resources.

Using a hose pipe to water
the garden.

Noise pollution.
Annoy neighbours.
Pouring chemicals down the
drain.

Youth spitting chewing gum
on the ﬂoor.

Litter pollution.
Untidy
neighbourhood.
Nuisance.
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Action and Impact - Odd
Numbers
An ‘action’ is something you do. How it affects something, is an ‘impact’.
Match the Action to the Impact. We have done one to get you started.
Extension: tick actions that make a home less eco-friendly.

Impact

Action

Impact

Window left open,
heating on.

Air pollution from
exhaust. Noise
pollution. Waste of
fuel. Dangerous.

Man burning rubbish in the
garden.

Illegal waste dumped in the
layby.

Fly-tipping.
Environmental
pollution. Untidy
neighbourhood.

Loss of heat. Waste
of fuel.
No loft or wall insulation.

Too much fuel used.

Air pollution.
Annoy neighbours.

Open coal ﬁre.

Use of fossil fuels.
Air pollution from
chimney smoke.
Speeding car.

Loss of heat. High
use of fuels to heat
house.
Boiler turned up full.
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Looking After Your Home
and Neighbourhood
Worksheet
Use this worksheet to record your ideas. We have provided you
one to get you started.
Action

Dropping litter.

Impact

Litter pollution. Plastics in our seas.
Makes the neighbourhood look
untidy.
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Keep Britain Tidy.
Ensure litter is
disposed of
properly.

Keep Britain Tidy.
Put litter in bins.

Close windows if
playing loud music
or turn it down.

Use smokeless fuel.

Insulate loft and
cavity walls.
This will save
energy.

Close windows
when heating is on.
Save energy.

Do not ﬂy tip.
Take unwanted
items to HWRC.

Too much fuel used.

Always recycle
correctly.
This saves
resources.

Take paints /
chemicals to HWRC
for proper disposal.

Use water wisely
with a watering can.
Why not have a
water butt too?

Take rubbish to
local Household
Waste Recycling
Centre.

Drive at or below
the speed limit. Be
safe. Save fuel.

Good Eco Choices
Match the Good Neighbour actions to the Bad Eco Choice. We have done
one to get you started.
Extension: tick actions that you or your family already do.

Good Neighbour
Do not ﬂy tip.
Take unwanted
items to HWRC.

Drive at or below
the speed limit. Be
safe. Save fuel.

Bad Eco Choice
Window left open, heating on.
Man throwing litter in the
gutter.
Man burning rubbish in the
garden.
Playing loud music with
window open.

Too much fuel used.

Always recycle
correctly.
This saves
resources.

Use smokeless fuel.

Close windows if
playing loud music
or turn it down.

Use water wisely
with a watering can.
Why not have a
water butt too?

Illegal waste dumped in the
layby.
Children putting things that
could be recycled or
composted in the rubbish bin.

Close windows
when heating is on.
Save energy.

Good Neighbour

No loft or wall insulation.

Using a hose pipe to water
the garden.

Keep Britain Tidy.
Put litter in bins.

Take rubbish to
local Household
Waste Recycling
Centre.

Open coal ﬁre.

Pouring chemicals down the
drain.

Insulate loft and
cavity walls.
This will save
energy.

Speeding car.

Keep Britain Tidy.
Ensure litter is
disposed of
properly.

Youth spitting chewing gum
on the ﬂoor.

Take paints /
chemicals to HWRC
for proper disposal.

Boiler turned up full.
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